Deixis means referring to or refer. It refer to object, person, time, or place. Then, Deixis are also the study about a word or phrase refer to context. It’s belong to space, time, who is the speaker/listener, when and where the speaker do conversation. And who was involved as a speaker and interlocutor. Then, Deixis is used almost in very conversation or literature, Including short story, In this time, The writer tries to analyze what are deixis place found in chekhov’s short story. And, what do deixis place refer to in chekhov’s short story? In thesis, The writer use chekhov’s short story that rewritten and analyzed every single word, The writer choose chekhov’s short story with the tittle “The Lady With The Dog”. After finding deixis place, The writer classified them into two parts : Demonstrative adverb (There/Here). And, Demonstrative adjective (This/That/These/Those). After classifying the deixis place. The writer counted the deixis frequenced used in chekhov’s short story.